NOTICE

It is hereby notified for information of all concerned that the online-applicants of Second Year Term End Examination (ODL) who have uploaded wrong signatures, wrong photographs and chosen the incorrect compulsory optional subjects and submitted their applications in such a manner will get a chance of re-uploading such data only in the three specified fields, if they appear at the 5th Floor of the Board with correct scanned photographs (soft copy), scanned signatures (soft copy) and information regarding Compulsory Optional Subject on and from 8th August, 2018 to 14th August, 2018 during office hours (11 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.).

Only such applicants as are sure of their mistakes/ misinformation shall appear with all documents in original and scanned versions including Registration Certificate, Online Acknowledgement Receipt of Second Year Term End Examination (ODL) in the stated period and hours. Others need not appear.

Sd/-
(Dr. R. C. Bagchi)
Secretary

Memo: 172/1(802)/BPE/ODL/2018

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:
1. The Secretary, School Education Deptt, Bikash Bhavan, 5th Floor, Salt Lake City, Kolkata – 700 091.
2. The Commissioner, School Education Department, West Bengal, Bikash Bhavan, 7th floor, Bidhannagar, Kolkata – 700 091.
3. The State Project Director, PBSSM, Bikash Bhavan, 2nd Floor, Salt Lake City, Kolkata – 700 091.
4. The Chairman/Chairperson, District Primary School Council/P S C, - All
5. The District Inspector of Schools (PE) – All.
6. The D P O, SSM – All Districts.
7. The S I of Schools/ CPC – All.
8. Webel Technology Limited.

Secretary